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This customer portal is designed to allow you to work with Papé online 
for increased convenience and visibility. Our customer portal is mobile 
friendly, so you can do business online on the farm, in the warehouse, 
or on the job site. We prioritize customer service, and are continuing 
to build out features and functionality on the portal to better serve 
your needs.

You can now order parts online. For our John Deere 
customers, our unique integration with the JDPC parts 
catalog allows you to search for the parts you need, based 
on the work you’re performing, and then seamlessly 
purchase them through our portal. Already know the part 
numbers you need? Use our direct entry feature to quickly 
submit an order. You can count on Papé to work with all of 
our manufacturing providers to deliver the highest level of 
service to you, on your timeframe.

Papé has the relationships to provide parts solutions for 
the top brands in capital equipment

Parts ordering is integrated with JDPC’s parts catalog for 
easy use

Direct entry will validate your part number so you have 
peace-of-mind that you ordered the correct item

Your customer preferences are stored when we set up 
your account for ease of use

We offer multiple shipping options to make sure your 
parts get there when you need them
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PURCHASING PARTS

With our easy-to-use invoice lookup, you can view and 
print any invoice from Papé. Search by invoice number, 
PO#, invoice date, and more. Need to check on the status 
of an invoice? Our invoice lookup will tell you which 
invoices are open and which are paid.

Managing your rental fleet has never been easier. We 
show you all of the equipment you have on rent through 
Papé Material Handling, its daily/weekly/monthly rental 
rate, and the job site where it’s located. You can also check 
on an upcoming rental or call-off a rental you already 
have. We look forward to working with you, at your 
convenience.
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